In theories where spacetime is a direct product of Minkowski space (M 4 ) and can be identified by transcribing and generalizing the proceedure used to construct the periodic instanton (caloron) solutions. Asymptotically the classical pointlike objects have non-Abelian magnetic dipole fields together with a non-Abelian scalar potential while the "color" electric charge is zero. However quantization of collective coordinates associated with zeromodes and coupling to fermions can radically change these quantum numbers due to fermion number fractionalization and its non-Abelian generalization. Interpreting the YM group as color (or the Electroweak SU(2) group) and assuming that an extra circular dimension exists thus implies the existence of topologically stable solitonic objects which carry baryon(lepton) number and a mass O(1/g 2 R), where R is the radius of the compact dimension.
IP/BBSR/92- 14. of the presence of extra dimensions are lamentably absent. The reasons for this sorry divorce between speculation and its experimental verifiability are most easily explained in terms of field theoretic framework 1 developed for Kaluza-Klein theory.
Modulo intrinsically stringy effects , what follows holds also for the low-energy behaviour of string theory.
In Kaluza-Klein theory physics is taken to be governed by an action which is a functional of fields φ i (x, y) defined on M 4 XK d . The compact space K is characterized by some radii R 1 , R 2 , ..R d . Physics at energy scales << R 
The harmonics {f 
Here "n 2 " is the appropriate "Casimir" and R the appropriate combination of length scales associated with K. On integrating the part of the action quadratic in the small fluctuations over the compact coordinates {y a } one gets a spectrum of small fluctuations which consists of massless modes {φ (0) i } ("n 2 " = 0) and massive modes φ n i (x)("n 2 " = 0) whose masses are "n 2 /R 2 ". A rough estimate of the upper limit on R based on the 100 GeV scale of current experiments and their 1% accuracy yields R −1 ≥ 1T eV and this is confirmed by more detailed comparison 2, 3 of the generic predictions of such models with experiment. The relevant quantum numbers in such theories are defined by the symmetries of the massless sector and , barring pathologies of individual models , the enormous phase space available ensures that any heavy modes initially present will have long decayed. Conversely their high mass ensures that such modes are very difficult to excite in the laboratory.
IP/BBSR/92-14.
Thus the only possibly observable effects of the heavy excitations come from their participation in virtual processes and these are also severely suppressed by their large masses.
Topological solitons (monopoles,vortices,strings.....) are accepted members of the speculative particle physics zoo. Generically the static field configurations {φ i (x, y)} provide a map from R 3 XK d into some configuration space M . The distinct homotopy classes of these maps will then generically include extremae of the energy and these soliton solutions of the field equations will manifest as stable particles (modulo quantum effects) or (if gravity is involved) topologically nontrivial space-time structures. Such solitons divide naturally into three classes . The special cases
correspond respectively to the usual monopoles vortices etc. of four dimensional physics and the configurations used to provide stress energy to curve the compactified space K d in Kaluza-Klein type scenarios. The third category
consists of field configurations in which neither the x nor the y dependence of the fields can be contracted away i.e in which the fields co-wind (wind around both spaces simultaneously). Due to this co-winding attribute we call such configurations syncyclons (from the greek συν (with) κυκλoς (turning) Yang-Mills theory in 5-dimensions with signature (-++++) is a simple theoretical studio wherein the basic features of the syncyclonic scenario come into focus . As we shall see the properties of such solitons are quite rich and one seems to be able to go quite far in predicting the kind of signals that the non-Abelian sector of the standard model would give if there was an extra circular dimension.
Thus consider the SU(N) Yang-Mills action on M 4 XS 1 :
where dimension. If we make the static ansatz ∂ 0 = A 0 = 0 the field equations become
is independent of time and periodic in y. The energy density is (i, j = 1, 2, 3)
We wish to find topologically stable finite energy solutions of the 4-dimensional Euclidean YM equations on R 3 XS 1 . The solutions that we are looking for are thus nothing but the periodic instantons or calorons 5 studied in the context of YM theories at finite temperature ! . We can therefore simply carry over the results summarized in Ref. 6 and reinterpret them in the present context.
The toplogical data is coded 6 in the so-called Polyakov operator
where P denotes path-ordering with respect to x 5 . The boundary conditions on the fields are those demanded by finite energy (
and periodicity in x 5 . Under periodic gauge transformations U ( x,
The eigenvalues {λ( x)}of Ω( x)are therefore gauge invariant observables. The finite energy boundary conditions imply that {λ( x)}approaches a direction indepen-
map from provides a map from S 2 ∞ into G/ H {λ ∞ } where H {λ ∞ } is the subgroup of G which commutes with {λ ∞ }i.e U (1) IP/BBSR/92-14.
where P α projects B onto the αth eigensubspace of Ω( x). The remaining topology is labelled by a Pontryagin index ν which arises as follows :Ω( x)can be rewritten
where ω( x)is continuous and well defined throughout R 3 while
where L is a set of line singularities corresponding to the magnetic charges {q α } . Then
Here [Q] is the integer part of the total topological charge Q. The total topological data T = ({µ α , q α , m α }, ν) is invariant under smooth deformations of fields and in the general case is considerably richer than that for YM theory on R 4 . This topological richness is generic to the syncyclonic scenario. For each T one expects to find a solution to the static field equations since the energy obeys
For the case ν = 1, q α = 0 explicit solutions 5 can be constructed by using the 't Hooft's multi-instanton solution 7 on R 4 . We specialize the group to SU (2) which is a subgroup of every SU(N) group. In the 't Hooft solution one sets Π(
describes K instantons with positions {z n } and scales {ρ n } in a singular gauge.
To obtain the periodic instanton one sets ρ n = ρ, z n = nRx 5 , n ∈ Z and sums over n ,thus effectively compactifying x 5 , and gets
The gauge potential has a singularity at r = x 5 = 0 which , however, can be removed by a periodic gauge transformation for instance
The winding number for such configurations (in the physical strip
is 1 and labels the homotopy class of the maps "S Multi-centered solutions can be obtained trivially by summing over several distinct chains separately to obtain :
and { x k , x 5 k } are the positions of the N non-interacting solitons with total energy 8π 2 N/(g 2 R).
In the Kaluza-Klein limit r >> R the fields become
If r >> 
while in the intermediate regime Barring pathologies 9 ,the quantization of the collective coordinates associated with global gauge rotations implies that the states of the soliton occupy representations of the YM group. It is interesting to note that since the asymptotic falloff of the fields in the present case is dipolar the "breakdown of color" 9,10 that takes place when the corresponding collective coordinates of non-Abelian (grand unified) 't Hooft-Polyakov monopoles are quantized should be evaded since 10 this breakdown has been shown to be connected with the r −2 falloff of the color magnetic fields and is absent in the case of a monopole-antimonopole system with r −3 asymptotics.
These questions require detailed analysis presently in progress in collaboration with V.Soni and will be reported on subsequently.
A preliminary sketch of the situation is as follows. In keeping with our basic aim of trying to deduce model independent consequences of the existence of extra compact dimensions let us take the YM group to be SU(3) color in which the SU (2) group associated with the soliton is embedded trivially. In that case it is reasonable to assume that the scale parameter ρ is smaller than 1GeV develops. A baryon number
is induced . Similarly one gets B/2 for the electric charge. Using the result of Ref.
12 for the induced color charge one finds It is interesting to note that the map provided by the Standard Model doublets from S 
It is obviously periodic in (y 1 , y 2 ) . Actually since the series above has a divergence the above formula needs a subtraction proportional to ζ(1) ,after which it displays the logarithmic asymptotics in ρ = x 2 1 + x 2 2 expected for solutions of the equation for the superpotential in two non-compact dimensions. The winding number per unit length in the physical strip y i ∈ [0, R i ) is obviously again one and is assosciated with the homotopy of maps S window of allowed values of the compactification scale.
The same proceedure can be repeated to include sheetlike defects. The relevant homotopy is that of maps S 1 XS 1 XS 1 XZ 2 −→ S 3 ,where the Z 2 is assosciated with the two sides of the sheet .
To conclude we have utilized the known properties of an available solution 5, 6 of the Euclidean YM field equations in 4 dimensions to illustrate the complexity and richness of the generic scenario of co-winding solitons that may well be a common and relatively model independent necessary implication of the plethora of higher dimensional models proposed over the last few years. This model independence and the topological stability of such solitons combined with the fact that the known gauge group of the standard model will be sensitive to the extra dimensions through the cowinding channel singles out syncyclons as one of the few possible distinct signatures of higher dimensional scenarios. 
